The President of the United States takes pleasure in presenting
the Silver Star Medal to
Commander Paul A. Yost
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD
For service as set forth in the following Citation:

Paul A. Yost
Commander
Class of 1951

For conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity in action while serving with naval forces engaged in armed conflict
with the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese Communist aggressors in the Republic of Vietnam. On 12 April 1969
Commander Yost was Officer in Tactical Command of a PCT (Patrol Craft Fast), UDT and Vietnamese Marine
Corps movement unit into the Duong Keo River in An Kuyen Province as part of Operation Silver Mace II. The
five boats inserted their embarked troops at the mouth of the river and commenced a sweep up the river while the
remaining eight boats proceeded up river to insert their embarked troops at a point several kilometers north of
the first troop insertion. Commander Yost was embarked in PCF 31 in the second group of boats. As the PCF’s
were proceeding up river in a column formation, they encountered an enemy ambush. The enemy forces used
claymore mines, recoilless rifles, B40 rockets, 50 caliber machine guns and small arms. The two lead boats took
severe damage but all boats returned fire until clear of the ambush area. Upon discovering that PCF 43 had lost
control and was aground in the middle of the ambush site, Commander Yost personally returned to rescue the
UDT personnel and crew of PCF 43 with two boats while the remaining boats beached out, set a defense perimeter
and called in Medevac helicopters. Upon arriving at the point where PCF 43 was aground, Commander Yost
discovered the survivors engaged in battle with enemy forces only 20 feet from their positions. In spite of heavy
enemy fire, he brought the two rescuing PCF’s to the river bank and brought aboard the survivors and the bodies
of the Officer in Charge of PCF 43 and one UDT Chief Petty Officer who had been killed in the action. Upon
clearing all personnel from PCF 43, a series of explosions totally destroyed the craft. Commander Yost returned
to the area where a perimeter defense had been set up, coordinated a Medevac for the wounded and dead and
prepared his forces for the completion of the mission. Commander Yost exhibited tenacious and inspirational
leadership. His valiant actions under fire saved the lives of the fifteen USN personnel rescued from PCF 43 and
were in keeping with the highest traditions of the United States Naval Service.
Commander Yost was also awarded the Legion of Merit with Valor and “Gold Star”, as well as the Combat Action
Ribbon for his acts of gallantry in the Vietnam conflict. Commander Yost later became the 18th Commandant of
the United States Coast Guard and retired at the rank of Admiral.

